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Canberra Centre

Transforming Canberra’s CBD into a global
destination that enlivens the city’s cultural
identity and connects people with our place.
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Canberra Centre

City Walk Entrance
Artists’ Impression
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Canberra Centre

Take inspiration from the building’s rich
mid-century modernist heritage, and
celebrate the era’s high standard of design and
construction.
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Canberra Centre

Character & Detail
Canberra is a place of many layers. It’s a capital
where landscapes overlap; where architectural
monoliths stand amongst vivid seasons and
serene lakes. It’s a place of character from the ﬁne
art that ﬁlls our galleries, to the creative culture
that permeates our streets.
Your store is your opportunity to share your
brand’s character and detail. Your choice of
materials should reﬂect the heritage of the centre
and talk to your brand’s DNA. Signage should
further evoke the personality of your brand, with
your entry closure and threshold detailed in such
a way they leave a lasting impression.
A dramatic statement in your window display
should intrigue and engage your customer. Create
a holistic experience where character details are
evident within your chosen ﬁxtures and ﬁttings.

1

Petrie Plaza Entrance
Artists’ Impression

1
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Canberra Centre

Character & Detail
Materiality
When texture, pattern and composition work
together, they create a visually cohesive and
tactile experience that demonstrate the character
of your brand. Combined with a considered
colour palette and precise detailing, enable your
materials to tell a story that captivates your
customers.
Throughout your tenancy all surfaces must be
ﬁnished with high grade authentic materials take inspiration from the mid-century modernist
spirit of the centre.

1

Joe Black, Emporium Melbourne, by Mim Design
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Canberra Centre

Character & Detail
Signage
A striking primary sign is the most evocative
representation of your brand’s character.
Signage considerations:
· 1 x primary sign per shopfront elevation
· Brand name only
· Letter at a maximum height of 400mm and a
maximum projection of 50mm
· Individual formed letters are to form your
brand sign
Complementary and secondary placement
to the primary sign:
· A maximum letter form height of 100mm
· Fabrication equal to that of the overall
shopfront materiality and quality

1
2
3
4

Jac +Jack, Emporium, Melbourne
Ted Baker, Emporium, Melbourne
Lonely design by Minna Pesonen
COS, Canberra Centre

1
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Canberra Centre

Character & Detail
Fixtures & Furniture
Unique ﬁxtures and considered pieces can evoke
a sense of character, wonder and romance that
make for a memorable experience.
Provide your customers with a place to dwell
and details of interest to contemplate. Use high
quality bespoke furnishings, and authentic items
that speak to your brand’s cultural heritage.

1

1
2
3

Bolon Eyewear Shanghai, by Ippolito Fleitz Group
Seibu Shibuya, Tokyo by Nendo Design
Credit: Takumi Ota
Compolux, Seibu Department by Nendo
Credit: Toshiyuki Yano

3
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Canberra Centre

Character & Detail
Visual Merchandising
The window is a valuable showcase for your
brand. An initial dramatic statement at your
store’s threshold should carry through to your
in-store installations, forming a carefully curated
and cohesive narrative. Consider creating
displays that connect with the cultural context of
Canberra.
Display the character of your store through
visual activation and transparency of customer
interaction within. If your desire is to obscure
views within the store, create a purposeful
window display through the layering of solid
architectural elements.

1
2
3

Penhaligon, London by Christoph Jenner
Credit: Micha
Dalloyau, Hong Kong by Yabu Pushelberg
Credit: Nacasa & Partners
Delbove Flagship store, Brussels by Christophe Remy

1
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Canberra Centre

Harmony &
Design

Planning..............................................
Floors .................................................
Ceiling & Lighting.............................
Technology .........................................
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Canberra Centre

Let your store design ﬁnd its own
balance and belonging.
It’s a place where the familiar and the
unexpected intersect; a place where new tastes
and old favourites co-exist in harmony.
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Canberra Centre

Harmony & Design
Strike balance and harmony through the use
of visual weights of architectural materials and
interior elements when planning your store.
Customer engagement should inform your store’s
organisation and ﬂoor plan.
Uniform and balanced lighting highlights prize
moments and should capture the attention of
your customer. Use a combination of ﬂooring
materials and textures to guide one on a journey.
Technology in harmony with your architecture
can communicate your tale in ways only the
future can share.

1

Bunda Street Entrance, Artist’s Impression

1
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Canberra Centre

Harmony & Design
Planning
A carefully considered plan will evoke a sense of
serenity, balance and harmony within your store.
Your entry threshold in harmony with the layout
of your store allows the customer journey to
present itself.
Pay close attention to the context of your tenancy
within the mall - respond to external vistas, both
through the mall to your store, and from inside
your store. Capturing distant views provides both
depth and connection to your surrounds.
1

1
2

Kriza, Milan by Vincenzo De Cotiis Architects
Habbot, Melbourne by Fiona Lynch
Credit: Brooke Holm

2
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Canberra Centre

Harmony & Design
Floors
A beautifully detailed ﬂoor ﬁnish can exude
opulence and comfort or strength and restraint.
Ensure your ﬂoor feels like a seamless extension
of your store’s character. Blend pattern and
texture, hard and soft surfaces holistically to lead
one on a journey.

1

1
2
3

Ports 1961, Shanghai, by Yabu Pushelberg
Credit: Michael Weber
Nobilis, France Tapis Collection
Acne, Rue Froissart, Paris, by Bozarth Fornell Architects

3
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Canberra Centre

Harmony & Design
Ceiling & Lighting
Your ceiling is a canvas for architectural
expression, and a key component of your store’s
spatial envelope. A well crafted ceiling design
should tie your design concept together, guiding
the customer’s journey and highlighting prize
moments within the store.
Your ceiling should include:
· A crafted and curated ceiling design
· Lighting troughs and ﬂoating ceilings that
consider the intersect between walls and
ceiling; and
· An extension of the mall bulkhead soﬃt’s
maximum height, and a solid material ﬁnish for
the ﬁrst 1.5m from the lease line

1
2
3

Acne, Rue Froissart, Paris, by Bozarth Fornell Architects
H&M, Seoul
Credit: Takumi Ota
Senato Hotel, Milan by Alessandro Bianchi

1

2
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Canberra Centre

Harmony & Design
Technology & Experience
Deliver a state-of-the-art shopping experience
by embracing technology that is fun, relaxed and
user friendly. Balancing your architecture with
digital platforms allows your brand to interact
across multiple channels and provide smoother,
more intuitive retail transactions.
Digital elements within your shopfront
composition are encouraged.

1

1
2
3

Nike Interactive Digital Signage
Apple Store, Brussels
Credit: Jeroen Verrecht
Sony Speaker Wall by Universal Design Studio

3
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External Shopfront
Built in 1963, the Monaro Mall is
the centre’s original core and is
surrounded by external street facing
shopfronts. Mid-century modernism
has deﬁned this building and the
longevity of this design is testament
to the timeless design oﬀered
by prescriptive repetitive design
elements.
As Canberra Centre has evolved
and grown, the prescriptive design
language has extended to the external
shopfronts that adorn the perimeter
of the centre’s buildings.
The success of your external
shopfront is evident in the visual
activation oﬀered within your
store. Be sure to consider views
into your tenancy and provide
activation including customer
engagement, retail theatre and visual
merchandising that results in a space
that today still feels timeless, stately
and considered.

1
1

Interior Render, Artist’s Impression
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External Shopfront

SIGNAGE
3D letterforms to Tenant
font at Tenant cost to both
faces of signage box.

SIGNAGE
Tenant’s signage of
3D letterforms to
a maximum letter
height of 400mm
conceal fixed, on
glazing or behind and
incorporated within
your window display.

VISUAL ACTIVATION
Ensure views into
tenancy and provide
activation including
customer engagement,
retail theatre and visual
merchandising.

max.
3.5m

SIGNAGE
Suspended framed internal
illuminated signage box by
Landlord.

· Your shopfront is a Landlord
installed framed glazed shopfront.
· A minimum 70% transparency
into the store from street level is
to be maintained across the entire
shopfront width.
· Through this 70% transparency
allow your window display to
reveal interior views of your
shop and create ambiance in
the richness and texture of your
setting.
· 30% of your windows may have
a solid backed composition layered to create purposeful visual
merchandising.
· Where entry doors are provided
to the street an entry threshold is
to be incorporated as part of your
shopfront activation.
· Static graphics may not be applied
to the rear of glazing.

Canberra Centre

Bunda Street External Dining
Bunda Street is a showcase of the best dining
experiences within the Canberra civic realm.
You are required to take inspiration from the
modernist architecture existing in the Centre to
create a superior experience that connects people
to place.
Consideration needs to be directed at the
relationship between internal and external zones,
with transparency into the tenancy being of
the utmost importance. The materiality of your
shopfront and interior spaces should echo the
character and detail present in the Canberra
Centre.

1
2
3

Raku, Canberra Centre
Sunrager, Soho NY
Fumi Coﬀee, Shanghai, by Alberta Caiola

1

2

3
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Bunda Street External
Dining
ENTRANCE
The entrance zone shall
occupy no more than 30%
of the shopfront width,
and an entry threshold
should be incorporated
into your shopfront
composition.

OPERABLE GLAZING
Consider incorporating
operable sections of
shopfront to create a
relationship between
the internal and external
dining spaces.

SIGNAGE
Tenant’s signage of 3D
letterforms or logo to a
maximum letter height
of 400mm conceal
fixed, on glazing or set
back behind glazing
and incorporated within
your window display.
One sign per shopfront
elevation.
VISUAL ACTIVATION
Ensure transparency
into the tenancy
across entire width
of the shopfront encouraging customer
engagement with the
pedestrian landscape.

SIGNAGE
Doublesided, illuminated
signage box by Landlord.
Brand name in Tenant font
as per Tenancy Plans.

VISUAL ACTIVATION
Activate your shopfront with
the theatre of the dining
experience.

EXTERNAL SEATING
Ensure external seating
areas are complimentary in
their materiality and do not
block views to shopfronts
through the use of overhead
structures.

Shopfront by Tenant:
· Express the volume of your
shopfront with full height
elements.
· Employ materials that are
complimentary to the materiality
of the Centre’s modernist
architecture.
· A minimum 70% transparency into
the store from street level is to
be maintained across the entire
shopfront width.
· Create a prize moment and focal
point within your tenancy that is
a distillation of your design
concept and will encourage
customer engagement.
· Static graphics may not be applied
to the rear of glazing.

Canberra Centre
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Bunda Street External
Dining
SIGNAGE
Tenant’s signage of 3D
letterforms or logo to a
maximum letter height
of 400mm conceal
fixed, on glazing or set
back behind glazing
and incorporated within
your window display.
One sign per shopfront
elevation.

VISUAL ACTIVATION
Ensure transparency
into the tenancy
across entire width
of the shopfront encouraging customer
engagement with the
pedestrian landscape.

SIGNAGE
Doublesided, illuminated
signage box by Landlord.
Brand name in Tenant font
as per Tenancy Plans.

VISUAL ACTIVATION
Activate your shopfront with
the theatre of the dining
experience.

EXTERNAL SEATING
Ensure external seating
areas are complimentary in
their materiality and do not
block views to shopfronts
through the use of overhead
structures.

Shopfront by Landlord:
· Your shopfront is a Landlord
installed framed glazed shopfront.
· A minimum 70% transparency
into the store from street level is
to be maintained across the entire
shopfront width.
· Where entry doors are provided
to the street an entry threshold is
to be incorporated as part of your
shopfront activation.
· Create a prize moment and focal
point within your tenancy that is
a distillation of your design
concept and will encourage
customer engagement.
· Static graphics may not be applied
to the rear of glazing.

Canberra Centre

Monaro Mall
Lower
A modern take on a traditional arcade, the lower
level of the Monaro Mall is focused on beauty
services and retail, with each shopfront forming a
distinct showcase for display.
Skylights and lamps lead the way through this
extension of the outside streetscape, with an
emphasis on classic design and understated
opulence.

1

Interior Render, Artist’s Impression

1
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Monaro Mall
Upper
The update to Monaro Mall’s upper level seeks to
reinforce it’s mid-century modern sensibilities,
drawing on the mall’s heritage and updating it
to reﬂect a retail oﬀering of high end curation.
The brutal simplicity of concrete is present
throughout, contrasted with warmer highlights
of brass, nickel and timber. This area is the
showcase for the Centre’s key luxury lifestyle
oﬀerings.

1

Interior Render, Artist’s Impression

1
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Monaro Mall
Internal Shopfronts

SIGNAGE
Internally illuminated white
faced letterforms with
stainless steel returns to
Tenant cost.

DOOR CLOSURE
Your closure is to be
incorporated within your
store design, located to the
rear of your entry portal.

SIGNAGE
Secondary signage on flanks
of portal frame, to tenant
font by Landlord at Tenant
cost.

SHOPFRONT
Optional framed
glass display case
including return, by
Landlord at Tenant
cost.

Shopfront considerations:
· Your Landlord installed shopfront
comprises an optional polished
stainless steel framed glass display
window and return that is inset
to a chamfered portal with your
closure system.
· Signage opportunities will be
limited to a top hung signage panel
to the chamfered stone portal,
centrally located over the store
entry with ﬂanking signs to each
side of the portal.
· Door closure to be supplied by
tenant, at lease line, to compliment
the store design.
· Lighting within the shopfront
display case to be considered as an
integral part of your display case
visual merchandising.

LEASE LINE

Monaro Mall Lower Portal Material:
· Calcutta D’oro Marble
Monaro Mall Upper Portal Material:
· Rough Sawn Bardiglio Marble

Canberra Centre

Monaro Mall
Interiors
CEILING
Fully coordinated lighting
and services layout colour
matched to adjacent
surface.

CEILING
Concealed lighting detail
incorporated into flush or
sculptural ceiling planes.

CEILING
Mechanical services to
be positioned outside of
main floating ceiling plane
coloured to match adjoining
surface at Tenant cost.
*Subject to Landlord’s
mechanical consultant’s
advice and design.

DISPLAY PLINTH
Display plinth to incorporate
purposeful lighting for VM
display.

SHOPFRONT
Optional framed glazed
display case window by
Landlord at Tenant cost.

Interior considerations:
· Provide ﬂat or sculptural ﬂoating
ceiling planes independent of
perimeter walls incorporating
concealed lighting eﬀects to
minimise visible ceiling services.
· A combination of dramatic
statements and subtle detail
lighting is required.
· Co-ordinate all ceiling ﬁttings in
colour and layout to assist in the
expression of form and function.

29
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Beauty Garden
Nestled in the heart of the Monaro Mall’s lower
level, the Beauty Garden fuses retail, service and
experience to deliver a holistic destination for
self-optimisation.
A variety of beauty oﬀerings are presented in
a dynamic space that takes inspiration from
Canberra’s modernist past, with lush foliage
woven between concrete columns and ambient
lighting. References to classic laboratory
equipment are combined with cutting edge
technology to create an atmosphere that is
reminiscent of bygone eras, while looking ﬁrmly
towards the future.
The Beauty Garden comes equipped with its
own counters, sinks and shelving ﬁxtures for
your brand’s use. This distinct, yet neutral suite
of ﬁxtures and furniture items has been created
to support and emphasise your brand’s product
displays and expression within the Beauty
Garden.
Refer to your Tenancy Plan and the Beauty
Garden Visual Merchandising Guide for further
information as to how you can best showcase
your brand within this unique oﬀering.

1

Interior Render, Artist’s Impression

1
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Ainslie Mall
Leading north-east towards Mount Ainslie,
this grand open-air mall forms a symbolic link
between the Canberra Centre and the natural
landscape that surrounds it.
A re-imagining of ornate nineteenth century
architecture will deﬁne this extended avenue,
with visitors encouraged to stop and linger as
they explore a vibrant collection of sights, tastes
and events. It’s a place to meet, to greet, to see
and be seen; a ﬁttingly impressive entrance for
the city’s central destination.

1

Interior Render, Artist’s Impression

1
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Ainslie Mall

SIGNAGE
Shopfront signage max.
400mmH fabricated
letterforms by Tenant.

SHOPFRONT CLADDING
Architectural grade
solid/layered shopfront
expressions by Tenant.

IT WALL CAPPING
Demising detail by
Landlord as per
Tenancy Lease Plans.

SIGNAGE
Alternative signage location
at 1800mm H from FFL.

INCLUDE VERTICAL
ELEMENTS.
CLOSURE
Shopfront closure to be
pivot, sliding, swing, full
height doors fully integrated
into overall shopfront
design.

LEASE LINE

ENTRY THRESHOLD
Use ingo tiles and set back
doors to create an entry
threshold.

VM DISPLAY
VM display to be a layered
approach incorporating
architectural quality window
plinths.

Shopfront considerations:
· Use a combination of layered
glazed and solid elements in
your shopfront composition.
Your objective is to create depth
through the layering of materials.
· Vertical elements are to be
incorporated into the composition
with a 1m total width vertical
element as a minimum.
· The entrance zone shall occupy no
more than 30% of the shopfront
width.
· Digital activation on shopfronts
to be framed and set within the
shopfront composition, or set back
a min. 150mm behind glazing and
integrated holistically into the
window display.

Canberra Centre

Bunda Street Mall
Contrast and activity permeate the northern
arm of the Centre built in 2006. It is a magnetic
destination that hums at the meeting of the
familiar and the unexpected; a place where new
tastes and old favourites co-exist. The expression
and contrast of light guides customers through
the variety of oﬀerings the Bunda Street Mall
oﬀers. Architecturally articulated ceilings help
to deﬁne distinct precincts that are punctured at
intervals with wide expansive skylights and vistas
of the lively streetscape below.

1
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Bunda Street Mall

VM
Integrated VM hardware by
Tenant.

LIGHTING
Dedicated display lighting by
Tenant.

IT WALL CAPPING
Demising detail by
Landlord as per
Tenancy Lease Plans.

SHOPFRONT SIGNAGE
max 350mmH fabricated
letterforms by Tenant.
Placement to align with
datum height of signage
within mall.

SHOPFRONT CLOSURE
Full height preferred,
pivot, sliding, swing doors by
Tenant.
TENANCY LEASE LINE

ENTRY THRESHOLD
Minimum entry threshold
of 800mm to be defined in
change in flooring material.

VM DISPLAY
A layered window display
incorporating a vertical
backing screen.

Your shopfront should express it’s
verticality in a layered architectural
approach.
Shopfront considerations:
· The entrance zone shall occupy no
more than 50% of the shopfront
width.
· Digital activation of shopfronts
are to be framed and set back
a minimum of 150mm behind
glazing.
· Screens and graphics must occupy
less than 20% of the shopfront.
· Signage should work to a datum
present within the mall scape and
adjacent tenancies.
· Entry threshold min. 800mm from
lease line, to be deﬁned by change
in ﬂoor ﬁnish. Consider running
this along entire shopfront width.

Canberra Centre

Athleisure Mall
Running at ground level along Bunda Street is
the Centre’s Athleisure Mall where shoppers
can ﬁnd style to really get their hearts racing. A
dynamic energy pulses through this mallscape
where movement and scale are used to activate
and engage. Super graphics, integrated digital
solutions and high quality innovative ﬁnishes
encourage a bold and determined aesthetic –
where patrons can be inspired to kick goals and
accomplish dreams.

1
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Athleisure Mall

LIGHTING
Dedicated display lighting by
Tenant.

VM
Visual activation in display
windows.

SHOPFRONT SIGNAGE
max 400mmH fabricated
letterforms by Tenant.

MALL BULKHEAD
Shopfront cladding to
extend over mall bulkhead to
datum height as specified in
Tenancy Lease Plans.

SHOPFRONT
Super graphics, illuminated
branding and digital screens
encouraged to activate
shopfronts.
IT WALL CAPPING
Demising detail by
Landlord as per
Tenancy Lease Plans.
SHOPFRONT CLOSURE
min. 3500mmH
Full height preferred,
pivot, sliding, swing doors by
Tenant.
TENANCY LEASE LINE

LEASE LINE

An active and welcome entry is your
objective.
Shopfront considerations:
· To achieve a sense of height
your shopfront composition
shall comprise a solid 1m vertical
element.
· The shopfront should be 30%
layered vertical architectural solid
section and 70% transparent
section (inclusive of max 30% clear
opening) of the overall shopfront
width.
· Stores with a shopfront to Bunda
Steet are to maintain external
entry and visual activation into the
store.
· Super graphics are encouraged
within Athleisure Mall.
· Use the moving image through
digital activation to express your
dynamic oﬀer and capture the
attention of passers by.
· Digital activation of shopfronts to
be integrated into composition of
shopfront, or framed and set back
behind glazing min.150mm.

Canberra Centre

Fresh Food Mall
The Fresh Food Mall brings together a range of
food oﬀers and services to create a destination
of convenience and multi-sensory experiences. A
visual feast of abundant gastronomic delights are
displayed against the architecture of the centre,
appealing to human desires and creating holistic
experiences that engage the senses and nourish
social interaction.

1
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Fresh Food Mall
Shopfront

CEILING
Tenancy ceiling first 1.8m to
be painted dark.

SHOPFRONT SIGNAGE
Individual, illuminated
suspended letterforms, main
text 250mmH.

IT WALL CAPPING
IT wall cap by Landlord as
per Tenancy Lease Plans.

SHOPFRONT
Shopfront closure - full
height integrated door
closure system, no mobile
trellis or roller shutters
accepted.

DIGITAL
Fully integrated digital
screens incorporated within
shopfront composition.

LEASE LINE

SHOPFRONT
40% solid vs 60%
transparent. A full height
solid surface element is
required, only architectural
grade quality finish
accepted.

Shopfront considerations:
· The shopfront composition shall
comprise a min. 60% transparency
into the store and a 40% full
height solid surface element in
architectural grade quality.
· Fully integrated digital screens.
· Consider either pivot, bi-fold,
sliding or swing door closure
systems.
· Shopfront signage shall be
individual, illuminated, suspended
letter forms ﬁxed to the soﬃt
- with a max. letter height of
250mm.
· Incorporate dark ceiling ﬁnish for
1.8m from the lease line into the
tenancy.

Canberra Centre
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Fresh Food Mall
With counter
CEILING
Tenancy ceiling first 1.8m to
be painted dark.

SIGNAGE
Individual, illuminated
suspended letterforms, main
text 250mmH fixed oﬀ of
the soﬃt.

3600

MENU / GRAPHICS
Menu/graphics artwork
to be supplied by Graphic
Designer and subject to
approval by RDM.

1.8m

LANDLORD
Glazed wall by
Landlord, depth
varies, refer to
Tenancy Lease Plans.

1.2m

CONTROL ZONE
300mm either side of IT
wall.

IT WALL CAPPING
IT wall cap by Landlord as per
Tenancy Lease Plans.

LEASE LINE

COUNTER
Counter 900mmH, to be made
from architectural grade
materials. To incorporate menus
and condiment provisions.

Shopfront considerations:
· The shopfront composition shall
comprise a full width monolithic
counter (900mm max high)
that must reinforce the concept,
character, origins and style of your
food oﬀer.
· Low, square set, frameless,
UV bonded glass displays with
integrated LED illumination to be
designed where possible.
· The rear wall or bulkhead shall
be a minimum of 1.8m from the
lease line and be ﬁnished in an
architectural grade ﬁnish.
· Refrigeration condensers must be
remotely located.

Canberra Centre

Food Court
Nestled below the bustle of Canberra Centre’s
main atrium, the Lower Ground Food Court
oﬀers a place to retreat, relax and indulge in a
diverse range of dining options, from fresh food
to coﬀee and high-end eating.
An expansive, ﬂuid ceiling form and warm
lighting creates a welcoming environment that
allows shoppers a chance to socialise, recharge
and engage with kitchens of some of Canberra’s
best chefs and suppliers.
1

2

3
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Food Court
Long counter
SIGNAGE
Individual illuminated
letter forms in Tenant font,
suspended from ceiling to
Landlord specifications.
Height of letters max.
350mm.
MENU
Menu board shall be fully
integrated and consistent
with the tenancy design.
Strong typographic
representation is
encouraged.

SHOPFRONT
Food Court portal
and finish by
Landlord. 3200mm
to u/side.

SHOPFRONT
Framed views into
BOH area by Tenant,
encouraged.

SHOPFRONT
If columns are in FOH area
they must be treated as a
design element finished by
Tenant.

100mm

COUNTER
Front counter by Tenant.
Monolithic in material and
to respond to the tonal
palette of the centre, max.
900mmH.

COUNTER
Stainless steel skirting
detail by Tenant to
Landlord specifications,
to incorporate concealed
illumination by Tenant.

· Signage to be individual
illuminated letterforms, suspended
from the Food Court ceiling to
Landlord’s speciﬁcations.
· Maximum letter height of 350mm.
· A layered menu approach with
strong graphic presentation to be
part of holistic design concept.
· Digital menu solutions are
encouraged.
· Portal framing of shopfront by
Landlord.
· Brand environment in design,
treatment and ﬁnishes to continue
3-3.5m back from the front of the
counter line.
· Framed views into BOH food
preparation and kitchen areas
encouraged, by Tenant.
· Front counter must be full width,
monolithic in material and tonal in
presentation (900mm max high).
· 250mm high stainless steel
skirting detail on counter to
Landlord speciﬁcations. Skirting
detail to incorporate concealed
illumination.

Canberra Centre
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Food Court
Short counter
CEILING
Ceiling and lighting trough
by Landlord.

SIGNAGE
Individual illuminated
letter forms in Tenant font,
suspended from ceiling to
Landlord specifications.
Height of letters max.
350mm.
SHOPFRONT
If columns are in your
FOH they must be
treated as a design
element, treated by
Tenant.
MENU
Menu board shall be fully
integrated and consistent
with the tenancy design.
Strong typographic
representation is
encouraged.

COUNTER
All integrated food displays
to be inset min. 300mm
from edge of counter.

COUNTER
Front counter by Tenant.
Monolithic in material and
to respond to the tonal
palette of the centre, max.
900mmH.

SHOPFRONT
Glazed partition on nib wall
forming part of I.T. wall in
front of house are by
Landlord.

COUNTER
Stainless steel skirting
detail by Tenant to
Landlord specifications,
to incorporate concealed
illumination by Tenant.

· Signage to be individual
illuminated letter forms,
suspended from the Food Court
ceiling to Landlord’s speciﬁcations.
· Maximum letter height of 350mm.
· A layered menu approach with
strong graphic presentation to be
part of holistic design concept.
· Digital menu solutions are
encouraged.
· Portal framing of shop front by
Landlord.
· Brand environment design,
treatment and ﬁnishes to continue
3-3.5m back from the front of the
counter line.
· Framed views into BOH food
preparation and kitchen areas
encouraged.
· Front counter must be full width,
monolithic in material and tonal in
presentation (900mm max high).
· 250mm high stainless steel
skirting detail on counter to
Landlord speciﬁcations. Skirting
detail to incorporate concealed
illumination.
· All integrated food displays to be
inset min. 300mm from the edge of
the counter.
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Food Court
Independant counter

SIGNAGE
Individual illuminated
letter forms in Tenant font,
suspended from ceiling to
Landlord specifications.
Height of letters max.
350mm.
CANOPY
Any overhead canopy
structure, approved by
Landlord, must be shrouded
by clear glazing only.

COUNTER
Front counter by Tenant.
Monolithic in material and
to respond to the tonal
palette of the centre, max.
900mmH.

COUNTER
Stainless steel skirting
detail by Tenant to
Landlord specifications,
to incorporate concealed
illumination by Tenant.

FRONT OF HOUSE
If columns are in your FOH
they must be treated as a
design element finished by
Tenant.

MENU
Menu board shall be fully
integrated and consistent
with the tenancy design.
Strong typographic
representation is
encouraged.

· Signage to be individual
illuminated letter forms,
suspended from the Food Court
ceiling to Landlord’s speciﬁcations.
· Maximum letter height of 350mm.
· A layered menu approach with
strong graphic presentation to be
part of holistic design concept.
· Digital menu solutions are
encouraged.
· Front counter must be monolithic
in material and tonal in
presentation (900mm max high).
· 250mm high stainless steel
skirting detail on counter to
Landlord speciﬁcations. Skirting
detail to incorporate concealed
illumination.
· Any overhead canopy structure
must be approved by Landlord, and
must be shrouded by clear glazing
only.
· All integrated food displays to be
inset min. 300mm from the edge of
the counter.
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Section 84 Dining Precinct
This is the irresistable beating heart of Canberra’s
new dining and entertainment scene. Abundant
greenery and ambient lighting set the scene for
hours of leisurely enjoyment at the very centre of
city activity.
You are encouraged to blur the lines between the
interior and exterior spaces of your tenancy.

1

1
2
3

Indicative render, Techne
Indicative render, Techne
Indicative render, Techne

2

3
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Section 84 Dining Precinct
Internal Shopfront

SHOPFRONT
Your task is to reflect the rythm of columns on the
street facade. Incorporate identical brick clad columns
into your shopfront design. Additional columns are to
flank your entry, and will be Landlord provided.

SIGNAGE/BRANDING
1x primary sign per
shopfront elevation.
Illuminated lettering
with overall letter
height max 600mm.

3800

FL

m FFL

3200m

2600mm FFL

LANDLORD LIGHTING
IT walls will be supplied
with Landlord feature
lighting.

FLOOR FINISH
Contrast floor finish to
extend from line of mall floor
finish to shopfront closure /
or extent of column depth.

Internal shopfronts will have
Landlord clad ubiquitous black brick
framed facades, Tenants to punctuate
shopfront compositions within.

mm F

CANOPY
Incorporate a ‘canopy’ element into
your shopfront composition that
extends over the leaseline 1200mm,
max.

OPERABLE GLAZING
Incorporate operable sections of
shopfront to create a relationship
between the internal and external
dining zones.
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BLADE SIGNAGE
To be unique in form and
material palette to express
your brand DNA, suspended
from brick column at entry
2600mm from FFL to
base of sign. Max height of
600mm x 600mm wide.
LEASE LINE

EXTERNAL SEATING
Consider pushing back
sections of the shopfront to
allow for additional external
seating. Refer to tenancy
plans for permitted LSA
zone.

Shopfront Considerations:
· Shopfronts will include Landlord
installed brick bulkhead and brick
columns at IT walls.
· Create depth to the composition
of your shopfront by pushing
sections back behind the
leaseline and introducing seating
or planting elements.
· A minimum of 60% transparency
into the store from the mall is
to be maintained across the entire
shopfront width.
· Static graphics may not be applied
to the rear of glazing.

Canberra Centre

CANOPY
Incorporate a ‘canopy’ element into
your shopfront composition that
extends over the leaseline 1200mm,
max.
EXTERNAL SEATING LSA
Include additional
abundant ambient lighting
suspended from pergola
structure, by Tenant.

BLADE SIGNAGE
To be unique in form and material palette
to express your brand DNA, suspended
from brick column at entry at 2600mm
from FFL to base of sign. Max height of
600mm x 600mm wide.
SHOPFRONT
Your task is to reflect the rythm
of columns on the street facade.
Incorporate identical brick clad columns
into your shopfront design. Additional
columns are to flank your entry, and will
be Landlord provided.

L

mm FF

3800

3200mm

BLADE
SIGNAGE
To be unique
in form and
material
palette to
express your
brand DNA,
to be hung
at 2600mm
from FFL to
base of sign.
Max height
of 600mm x
1200mm wide.

2600mm FFL

LEASE LINE

FFL

SIGNAGE/
BRANDING
1x primary sign per
shopfront elevation.
Illuminated lettering
with overall letter
height max 600mm.
LANDLORD
LIGHTING
IT walls will be
supplied with Landlord
feature lighting.

EXTERNAL SEATING LSA
To respond to perimeter planted
boundary wall with custom
banquette seating and elevated
dining options. No additional hard
barrier to LSA zones.

EXTERNAL SEATING
Consider pushing back sections of
the shopfront to allow for additional
external seating. Refer to tenancy
plans for permitted LSA zone.

OPERABLE GLAZING
Consider incorporating operable
sections of shopfront to create a
relationship between the internal
and external dining zones.

FLOOR FINISH
Contrast floor finish to extend from
line of mall floor finish to shopfront
closure / or extent of column depth.
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Section 84 Dining Precinct
External Shopfront
External shopfronts will have
Landlord clad ubiquitous black brick
framed facades, Tenants to punctuate
shopfront compositions within.

Shopfront Considerations:
· Shopfronts will include Landlord
installed brick bulkhead and
columns at IT walls.
· Create depth to the composition
of your shopfront by pushing
sections back behind the
leaseline and introducing seating
or planting elements.
· A minimum 60% transparency
into the store from the street is
to be maintained across the entire
shopfront width.
· Static graphics may not be applied
to the rear of glazing.
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Kiosk
Enhance customer interaction with a welcoming
entry statement that succinctly introduces
your brand’s story. Celebrate your oﬀering by
including engaging display counters that allow
for framed statements in materials that talk to
your brand’s unique DNA. Consider your kiosk
structure as a piece of furniture and the tactile
human interface should represent quality and
comfort when connecting to you customer.

1

1
2
3

Aesop Grand Front Osaka by Torafu Architects
Credit Takumi Ota
St Judes Cellars, Melbourne by Russell and George
Credit: Dianna Snape
Fontevraud Hotel by Jouin Manku
Credit: Nicholas Matheus

2

3
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Kiosk
Planning

Kiosk Built Form
Kiosk
Built
Form

Kiosk
Built
Form

Kiosk
Built
Form

Kiosk Built Form
LEASE LINE

LEASE LINE

Kiiosk Built Form

Kiosk Built Form

Kiosk
Built
Form
Kiosk Built Forrm

Kiosk Built Form
LEASE LINE

LEASE LINE

It’s all in the planning. Use
imagination plus innovation, and
see your kiosk as a sculpture to be
viewed from all sides. Blur the lines
between mall and kiosk to create
maximum customer engagement.
· The maximum height is 12oomm
to a maximum length of 4000mm
inclusive of any and all integrated
equipment.
· Food kiosks may have a maximum
height of 1400mm to conceal back
of house and food preparation
areas inclusive of any or all
equipment.
· Integrate all point of sale
equipment, cabling, stationary,
packaging and waste bins.
· Ensure back-of-house storage areas
are concealed from customer view.
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Kiosk
Signage

PYLON
Double sided pylon sign.
Folded formed signage
totem finished in either solid
surface zinc, blackened steel,
brass, bronze or mirrored
stainless steel by Tenant.

SIGNAGE
SIGNAGE
Primary signage zone max.
450mmW x 480mmH.
Zone to house centered,
illuminated or nonilluminated 3D letterforms
by Tenant.

A striking piece of statement signage
will create a strong sense of identity
and place, embedding your kiosk in
the Canberra Centre’s public realm.
· Glass blades will be permitted.
Food kiosks are allowed two pylon
signs; one for signage and one for a
menu zone.
· Signage is limited to illuminated
or non-illuminated 3D letter forms
(concealed ﬁxings) or etched/laser
cut lettering, set centered within
the signage zone, double sided and
limited to one brand name and
logo only.
· Secondary signage and/or tag
lines may be permitted based on
scale and visual prominence being
secondary.
· No photographic images or
graphics will be permitted.
· Brand patterning, brand marks or
illustrative style graphics may be
applied to a maximum of 25% of
the overall kiosk.
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Floor Plan
Lower Ground

FOOD COURT
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Floor Plan
Ground Floor
ATHLEISURE MALL

FRESH FOOD MALL
BEAUTY GARDEN

MONARO MALL LOWER

AINSLIE MALL
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Floor Plan
Level 1

AINSLIE MALL

BUNDA STREET

BUNDA STREET MALL

MONARO MALL UPPER
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DISCLAIMER: Canberra Centre (the “Centre”) is owned by Canberra Centre Investments Pty (ACN 067682893) as trustee for the Canberra Centre
Investment Trust and QIC Westpoint Pty Ltd (ACN 080215194) as trustee for the QIC March 2001 Trust and QIC Limited (ACN 130539123) as trustee for
the Canberra Centre (No2) Investment Trust and is managed by QIC Properties Pty Ltd. Canberra Centre Investments Pty Ltd, QIC Westpoint Pty Ltd,
QIC Limited, QIC Properties Pty Ltd and their respective subsidiaries, representatives, agents, employees and contractors (the “Parties”) have prepared
the information in this document in good faith. However, the information is not intended to constitute advice and you should make your own enquiries and
seek professional advice before entering into a lease. Photographs and illustrations in this document are indicative only. The Parties reserve the right to
change any part of this document (including without limitation any design and fit out requirements described in this document). You should make your own
enquiries in relation to and in respect of the contents of this document, including anything shown or described in this document. The Parties do not warrant
the accuracy or completeness of the information in this document, and to the maximum extent permitted by law, disclaim responsibility for any loss or
damage of any nature whatsoever which may be suﬀered by any person directly or indirectly through relying on the information contained in this document,
whether that loss or damage is caused by any fault or negligence of the Parties or otherwise. The Parties accept no responsibility for the accuracy or
completeness of statements made in this document which are based on information and research published by others. References to future matters in
this document are based on the Parties’ current knowledge or intentions and are subject to change. Details contained in this document are believed to be
correct at the time of publication (insert date).
Copyright QIC Limited. Australia 2019. All rights are reserved. Do not copy, disseminate or use, except in accordance with the prior written consent of QIC.
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